Cognitive Enhancement Therapy (CET) and CET related articles/books


**Cognitive Remediation**


**Brain/Mental Illness and Brain related**


**General**


**Links**

Center for Cognition and Recovery: [www.cetcleveland.org](http://www.cetcleveland.org)

Videos on CET: Google CET Bridgehaven or go to

[http://youtu.be/EDy2h_9j1KM](http://youtu.be/EDy2h_9j1KM)  CET: The Path Forward CET at Bridgehaven MHS Louisville, KY


[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1mGvBHvYs0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1mGvBHvYs0)  How CET improves memory and cognition

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMQZK35_qCM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMQZK35_qCM)  How CET promotes Hope

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_6gzlr5Ga8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_6gzlr5Ga8)  How CET helps to improve vocational abilities

All images used in the PowerPoint for the presentation Cognitive Enhancement Therapy (CET): An Innovative EBP that Improves Social Cognition, Vocational Success & Physical Health are from Microsoft Windows 7 clip art program.

**Links for Cognitive Remediation examples:**

[http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2833118/](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2833118/)


[http://www.brainhq.com/?lead_id=google-search-text-home-Brand_(US_CAN_UK_AUS_SAF_NZ)&gclid=CLnD5-2JmsgCFQgXHwodC0AvA#](http://www.brainhq.com/?lead_id=google-search-text-home-Brand_(US_CAN_UK_AUS_SAF_NZ)&gclid=CLnD5-2JmsgCFQgXHwodC0AvA#)
http://www.lumosity.com/

http://www.societyforcognitiverehab.org/patient-family-resources/what-is-cognitive-rehab.php